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Abstract

We present a model of infectious disease control which incorporates uncertainty and
information. A policy-maker possesses beliefs about the value of a key parameter – we
choose the level of herd immunity in the population – and seeks the welfare-maximising
level of intervention, accounting for both the public health benefit and economic cost. An
approximation to the optimal rule shows that it accounts for interactions between beliefs,
the policy-maker’s attitude to risk, the production technology and costs, and the weights in
the welfare function. We consider the role of information, in the form of expert opinion and
scientific advice, in influencing the policy-maker’s beliefs and the optimal policy. We assess
the framework’s potential for advancing the economic modelling of epidemic control.

JEL codes: I18, H12, H51
Keywords: Economics; Epidemics; COVID-19.

1 Introduction
Policy-makers reacted in a variety of ways to the initial stages of the COVID-19 outbreak in
their countries. Some introduced stringent control measures, others did not (Frey et al., 2020).
Differences in first-responses can be attributed, at least in part, to the perceived trade-off that
exists between the public health benefits that intervention brings (reduced transmission rates,
lower mortality, reduced strain on health care systems, and so on) and the economic costs that
it imposes (reduced economic activity, the closure of firms, unemployment, and so on). See, for
example, contributions by Jenny (2020), Thunstrom et al. (2020) and Jones et al. (2020).

In the United Kingdom, Ferguson et al. (2020) modelled two principal intervention strate-
gies for controlling viral spread in the absence of a vaccine: ‘suppression’, in which measures
are taken to stop human-to-human transmission and reduce the reproduction number to below 1;
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‘mitigation’, in which targeted measures are taken to limit the health impact, building population
immunity over time, and eventually reducing the number of cases and the rate of transmission.
Ferguson et al. (2020) recommended suppression as the only viable strategy, but noted that there
was no easy policy decision to be made. They stressed that ‘very large uncertainties’ existed
around transmission, the effectiveness of different interventions, and the degree to which popu-
lations will adopt behaviours which reduce risk. Uncertainty, in various guises, has been recog-
nised by economists too. For example, Jones et al. (2020, page 39), in an economic model of
contagion dynamics, note there is ‘much uncertainty’ about the parameters governing progres-
sion of the disease; Rowthorn (2020, page 101), in a cost-benefit analysis of policy-making for
COVID-19, notes that ‘considerable guesswork’ is involved in fixing parameter values; Atkeson
(2020) discusses the difficulties of estimating the fatality rate in a Susceptible-Infected-Removed
(SIR) model of COVID-19; Avery et al. (2020, page 22) note the ‘great uncertainty’ associated
with using predictive models to make forecasts in real time during the early days of the pandemic.

Notwithstanding such uncertainties, the policy-maker (PM) faced with having to determine
its optimal response to the outbreak must process information about the pandemic – including
expert opinion, scientific papers, advisory board advice and so on – and act upon it as best it
can. But such information can, at times, be contradictory (Jenny, 2020), and concerns have been
raised about the increasing use of preprint archives to release research which has yet to be peer
reviewed (Lakëns, 2020). Jenny (2020) concludes his review of governance and resilience during
the COVID-19 crisis by calling for better integration of risk factors into economic analysis and
policy-making.

In this paper, we consider whether it is possible to make a degree of headway in addressing
these concerns by modelling uncertainties as ‘measurable risks’ (Knight, 1921) within a model
of optimal policy-making for infectious disease control. We consider a policy-maker who must
decide on the strength of an intervention to tackle an infectious disease outbreak in the presence
of uncertainty over the value of a key parameter – we choose the level of herd immunity in the
population, but the idea extends to other parameters – and the arrival of information, in the form
of scientific evidence and advice from experts. We account for both the public health benefits
of intervention and the economic costs imposed on citizens and firms. Ours is not the first piece
of economic work to study uncertainty and its effects. For example, Kozlowski et al. (2020)
model the ‘scarring’ of beliefs about the true distribution of shocks to the economy following
the COVID-19 pandemic. And Bu et al. (2020) compare the risk-taking behaviour of a sample
of subjects quarantined in Wuhan, China, and exposed to the COVID-19 outbreak, with subjects
in regions with lower exposure and less severe quarantine restrictions. However, we believe
that ours is the first to model explicitly a PM’s beliefs about a key parameter value within an
optimisation framework, and to investigate the way these beliefs impact the optimal intervention.

Our specific focus is on how the expected value and variance of a random variable describing
the PM’s beliefs about the level of herd immunity interact with the PM’s appetite for risk-taking
to determine its optimal level of intervention. In contrast to the dynamic economic models which
have developed the classical SIR model of disease transmission of Kermack and McKendrick
(1927),1 we take a single period approach to the problem. This is deliberate, and reflects our

1Recent contributions include Farboodi et al. (2020); Rowthorn (2020); Gonzalez-Eiras and Niepelt (2020);
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interest in PM behaviour under uncertainty and the role played by scientific evidence and expert
opinion in influencing it. However, it should be possible to extend the ideas to a multi-period
setting using, e.g., the ‘continuation value’ approach of Moser and Yared (2020) or Bayesian
models of learning and sequential decision-making. We discuss such matters in section 3.

We derive an approximation to the rule defining the PM’s optimal level of intervention, show-
ing that it involves interactions between the expected value and variance of beliefs, the PM’s ap-
petite for risk-taking (notably, the PM’s degree of absolute risk aversion and prudence), the shape
of the production technology, interactions between the marginal product of the intervention and
the level of immunity, and marginal costs, all appropriately weighted. We consider how infor-
mation impacts the optimal rule and illustrate how it can change beliefs and move the optimal
level of intervention up and down, causing it to diverge from, or converge towards, the optimal
deterministic intervention (the level based on the expected value of beliefs alone, ignoring the
variance).

2 Model
A policy-maker seeks the optimal level of intervention to limit the damage done by an infectious
disease outbreak in their country, or a city or region within it. The PM may be confronting
the start of an outbreak, may be mid-outbreak or may have experienced one or multiple waves
of infection and be anticipating a subsequent wave. Welfare is determined by two factors: 1.
that which results from limiting the damage from the spread of the disease among citizens (the
‘public health’ welfare) and 2. that which results from limiting the economic shock caused by
the intervention, as it impacts citizens and firms (the ‘economic’ welfare). This is a stylised
representation, and reflects the approach taken in a number of recent contributions (examples
include Rowthorn (2020) and Gonzalez-Eiras and Niepelt (2020)).

The PM faces a situation of uncertainty over a range of dimensions. They receive informa-
tion, in the form of scientific evidence and advice from groups of experts and other sources, some
of which may be contradictory (Jenny, 2020, section 1). The PM may assess the quality of this
information and use it when determining its response, working within the social norms and leg-
islature of its jurisdiction, which can vary across nations (Jenny, 2020, section 2). Uncertainties
facing the PM include, but are not limited to:2

1. the level of herd immunity in the population and/or the degree to which infection of an
individual confers immunity. Both scenarios have characterised the COVID-19 pandemic
(see, e.g., the policy debate in the United Kingdom over herd immunity, to which Lourenço
et al. (2020) contributed, and World Health Organisation (2020));

2. the effectiveness of the measures which may comprise the intervention. For example, the
PM may be unsure about the degree to which the population will comply with social-

Jones et al. (2020).
2Other uncertainties include the case-fatality rate, whether patients are infectious before the onset of symptoms,

the proportion of asymptomatic cases in the population and the duration of the infectious period (Anderson et al.,
2020).
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distancing policies (recent discussion and empirical contributions on this matter include
Avery et al. (2020); Painter and Qiu (2020) and Engle et al. (2020));

3. the economic damage to citizens and firms in the economy as a result of the intervention.
Many studies now present estimates of the cost of the outbreak, some of which also assess
the degree of uncertainty surrounding them (e.g. Ludvigson et al. (2020) and Fadinger and
Schymik (2020))

We focus on 1, noting that it is straightforward to extend the methods to 2 and 3.

2.1 Uncertainty and attitude to risk
The PM’s choice is made in the presence of uncertainty over the proportion of the population that
is herd immune, pA ∈ [0, 1]. One way to model this would be to treat it as a fixed parameter in
the optimisation problem, obtain a rule for an optimal level of intervention, and conduct a com-
parative static analysis which varies that parameter using analytical methods or simulation. We
take a different approach, and incorporate the PM’s uncertainty about pA into the optimisation
problem. Assume that the PM’s beliefs about pA may be modelled as a random variable with
expected value µpA , variance σ2

pA
≥ 0, and density function fpA . We may consider higher central

moments, but limit analysis to the mean and variance for the purposes of exposition. This ap-
proach fits naturally with a Bayesian take on modelling beliefs, one which has been successfully
applied in other health-related fields (e.g. Spiegelhalter et al. (1994)).

To borrow the language of the classical SIR models, the proportion of the population that
has not acquired immunity at the time the PM is choosing its intervention, 1 − pA, is classed as
‘susceptible’. The higher is σ2

pA
, the greater the PM’s uncertainty about the true level of herd

immunity. The PM expects the proportion of the population that is susceptible to be 1 − µpA .
Setting σ2

pA
= 0 reduces the problem to the case where the PM believes herd immunity is known

to equal µpA . We refer this scenario as the ‘deterministic’ case.
We adopt an expected utility framework. Assume that, if the PM does not intervene to con-

trol the spread of the virus, all susceptible individuals eventually become infected. The most
optimistic scenario for the PM is that 100% of the population possesses immunity, in which
case it need take no action; both public health welfare and economic welfare, as defined in the
introduction to this section, are maximised. The most pessimistic scenario is that there is zero
immunity. If the PM acts in a risk-neutral manner, public health (PH) welfare, U , is increasing
and linear in pA. If it acts in a risk-averse manner, welfare decreases at an increasing rate as the
proportion of susceptible individuals increases (the proportion with immunity decreases); U is
then an increasing, strictly concave function of pA.

We assume that the PM’s beliefs about pA are such that 0 < µpA < 1. Using a Taylor series
expansion to the second order around U(µpA), expected PH welfare is approximated as follows:

E[U(pA)] ≈ U(µpA) +
σ2
pA

2

∂2U(pA)

∂p2A

∣∣∣
µpA

,
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where we assume that we are considering a small perceived risk (Pratt, 1964). For a PM acting
in a risk-averse manner, E[U(pA)] < U(µpA) by Jensen’s inequality. If, instead, the PM acts in a
risk-neutral manner, E[U(pA)] = U(µpA).

Define p̂A as the ‘certainty equivalent’ such that, when the PM acts in a risk-averse manner,
U(p̂A) = E[U(pA)] for a value p̂A < µpA . If the PM’s intervention can guarantee that a defined
proportion of the population, x > p̂A, is not exposed to the virus which causes the disease,
the PM guarantees that PH welfare under the intervention is greater than that which is expected
under no intervention (U(x) ≥ E[U(pA)] for x > p̂A). One such intervention would be to create
a ‘cordon sanitaire’ around an area where infection has occurred, preventing travel to other areas.
This is what happened in Wuhan, China, on 23rd January 2020 (Pan et al., 2020). In taking such
action, the PM may bear a level of infection over and above that which it expects if it does not
intervene. The cost of bearing the risk is the risk premium, ρ = µpA − p̂A. Continuing the
analysis of small perceived risks, approximating U(p̂A) by a first order Taylor series expansion,
U(p̂A) ≈ U(µpA) + (∂U(µpA)/∂pA)(−ρ):

ρ =
σ2
pA

2
Ca > 0, (1)

where Ca = −(∂2U/∂p2A)(∂U/∂pA)−1 is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion (Arrow, 1963;
Pratt, 1964). When the PM acts in a risk-neutral manner, ρ = 0.

If ∂Ca/∂pA < 0 for all pA ∈ [0, 1], the risk premium falls as the level of herd immunity
increases, and the lower is the cost of being uncertain about pA. A necessary and sufficient
condition for absolute risk aversion to be strictly decreasing in pA is for the PM’s degree of
absolute prudence,

Pa = −(∂3U/∂p3A)(∂2U/∂p2A)−1, (2)

to be greater than Ca for all pA ∈ [0, 1] (Eeckhoudt et al., 2005, Prop 1.6).

2.2 Optimal intervention
We consider how the PM may intervene to protect susceptibles from becoming infected, but at a
cost. We do so by splitting the proportion of susceptibles into those who remain uninfected by
the end of the outbreak, owing to the intervention, and those who become infected. We introduce
into the welfare function additional terms for the damage done to citizens and firms.

Define α as the PM’s intervention. α may include social distancing policies, the closure
of schools and non-essential services, and so on.3 When α = 0, the PM does not intervene.
The more stringent the intervention, the higher is α. α increases pC , the proportion of the
population who are susceptible and who are uninfected post-intervention (∂pC/∂α > 0). We
refer to pC(α; pA) as the ‘production technology’ and assume that pC(0; pA) = 0. Assuming

3Ferguson et al. (2020, Table 2) model the following strategies, actioned either alone or in combination: case
isolation in the home; voluntary home quarantine; social distancing for over-70s: social distancing; closure of
schools and universities. Chen and Qiu (2020, pages 47–48) provide details of country-level interventions. Hale
et al. (2020) use a policy stringency index.
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Immune?
Yes No Total

Yes pA pB(α; pA) pA + pB(α; pA)
Infected?

No 0 pC(α; pA) pC(α; pA)
Total pA pB(α; pA) + pC(α; pA) 1

Table 1: Contingency table of immune and infected post-intervention.

that immunity is only acquired by having been infected, the classifications ‘immune’, ‘suscep-
tible and infected’ and ‘susceptible and not infected’ are mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive. Hence the proportion of susceptible and infected by the end of the outbreak is
pB(α; pA) = 1− pA − pC(α; pA) (Table 1).

Welfare, W , is a function of both the total proportion of the population that is not infected
post-intervention, T = pA + pC(α; pA), and the degree of economic damage imposed on citizens
and firms as a result of the intervention. U remains the utility from the total proportion of the
population that is not infected post-intervention, so is a function of T . Define V1 and V2 as the
welfare costs imposed on citizens and firms, respectively. We assume that these are increasing,
convex, functions of the amount of the nation’s wealth, Y , that is spent on the intervention and
that they are independent of pA. We assume that, when there is no intervention, no costs are
incurred, but that ∂Y/∂α > 0.

The PM chooses α to maximise overall expected welfare, defined as the weighted average of
public health and economic welfare:

W = (1− β1 − β2)
∫ 1

0

U(pA + pC(α; pA)) fpA(pA) dpA − β1 V1(Y (α))− β2 V2(Y (α)). (3)

Define φ ≡ 1− β1 − β2 and α∗ as the optimal level of intervention, which we assume to hold at
an interior solution for the problem (we assume that ∂2W/∂α2 < 0 at α∗). Then α∗ satisfies:

φ

∫ 1

0

∂U(pA + pC(α∗; pA))

∂T

∂pC(α∗; pA)

∂α
fpA(pA)dpA −

∂Y

∂α

2∑
i=1

βi
∂Vi(Y )

∂Y
= 0, (4)

where the first term on the LHS of Eq. (4) is the weighted expected marginal benefit of the
intervention and the second is the weighted marginal cost. We study the qualitative nature of
Eq. (4) by approximating the expected value using a Taylor series expansion to the second order,
and obtain the following results, in which α∗ is an approximation to the welfare-maximising
level of the intervention. Proofs are presented in Appendix A.

Proposition 1.A. The welfare-maximising PM chooses the optimal level of intervention, α∗, to
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satisfy:

∂Y

∂α

(
β1
φ

∂V1
∂Y

+
β2
φ

∂V2
∂Y

) ∣∣∣
α∗
≈ ∂U

∂T

∂pC
∂α

{
1 +

σ2
pA

2
Ω1Ω2 + ρΥ

} ∣∣∣
µpA ,α

∗
,

where Υ = Pa

(
∂T

∂pA

)2

− 2 Ω1
∂T

∂pA
− ∂2pC

∂p2A
,

1 +
σ2
pA

2
Ω1Ω2 + ρΥ > 0,

(5)

Ω1 = (∂2pC/∂α∂pA)(∂pC/∂α)−1, Ω2 = (∂3pC/∂α∂p
2
A)(∂2pC/∂pA∂α)−1, ρ is the risk premium

defined in Eq. (1), with T replacing pA, and Pa is the degree of absolute prudence, from Eq. (2).

Proposition 1.B. Other things equal, the greater the weight placed on public health welfare
relative to economic welfare, the more aggressive is the intervention.

Proposition 1.C. Other things equal, when the PM acts in a risk-neutral manner, the level of
intervention is more/the same/less aggressive when it acts in a deterministic manner (σ2

pA
> 0)

compared with when σ2
pA

= 0, according to whether Ω1Ω2 R 0 at µpA .

Proposition 1.D. Other things equal, when σ2
pA
> 0, when the PM acts in a risk-averse manner,

the intervention is more/the same/less aggressive than when it acts in a risk-neutral manner
according to:

Pr R ε−1
T,pA

(2 ε∂pC/∂α,pA + ε∂T/∂pA,pA), (6)

at µpA , where Pr = Pa T is the degree of relative prudence and εa,b the elasticity of a with respect
to b.

Eq. (5) of Proposition 1.A shows how the variance used to model the PM’s beliefs about
herd immunity adjusts the standard, deterministic, rule which equates the marginal cost of the
intervention (LHS) with the marginal benefit, (∂U/∂T )(∂pC/∂α). Failure to account for the
variance imposes a welfare loss. In the discussion that follows, we speak about the PM operating
in three contexts: 1. a deterministic manner, ignoring the variance of beliefs and basing the
optimal intervention decision on the expected value alone; 2. a risk-neutral manner, accounting
for both the expected value and the variance of beliefs; 3. a risk-averse manner, accounting for
both the expected value and variance of beliefs.

Two effects on the RHS of Eq. (5) drive the results covered by the propositions:

1. the ‘pure technology’ effect, (σ2
pA
/2)Ω1Ω2. This measures the adjustment to the marginal

product of the intervention, ∂pC/∂α, which results from the interaction between the vari-
ance of beliefs and the production technology. The term is independent of the PM’s attitude
to risk (Proposition 1.C). Since the terms ∂2pC/∂α∂pA in the product Ω1Ω2 cancel, the ef-
fect may be written as (σ2

pA
/2)(∂3pC/∂α∂p

2
A)(∂pC/∂α)−1. Under the assumption that
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Figure 1: Marginal benefit and costs for the PM when they act in risk-averse and a risk-neutral manner, together
with optimal levels of intervention, α∗, for the case of Pr > ε−1T,pA(2 ε∂pC/∂α,pA + ε∂T/∂pA,pA).

∂pC/∂α > 0, the sign of the effect is equal to the sign of the second derivative of marginal
product with respect to herd immunity;4

2. the ‘welfare/technology’ effect. This measures the adjustment to marginal benefit which
results from the interaction between the welfare function and the production technology,
expressed as a rescaling of the risk premium, ρ. The term applies when the PM acts in a
risk-averse manner (ρ > 0), but not in a risk-neutral manner. Proposition 1.D shows how
the adjustment is positive/zero/negative according to the relationship between the PM’s
relative prudence (LHS) and elasticities measuring the response of pC to changes in the
level of herd immunity. Figure 1 provides an illustration of a positive adjustment when the
PM acts in a risk-averse manner, compared with when they act in a risk-neutral manner.

We state a corollary which deals with the case of a specific functional form for pC , which we
use in the numerical simulation of section 2.3.

Corollary 1. When pC = (1− pA)ψ(α), and ψ is a continuous, twice-differentiable, function of
α such that ψ(0) = 0, the PM will pursue a more/the same/a less aggressive intervention when
they are risk-averse compared with when they are risk-neutral according to whether, at µpA:

Pr R 2 ε−1
T,pA

ε∂pC/∂α,pA .
4If marginal product is linear in pA, so that the absolute value of gain/loss to marginal product is equal for a

given small deviation of pA from its expected value, the term is equal to zero and the optimal intervention of the
PM who acts in a deterministic manner (ignoring the variance) coincides with the optimal intervention when they
act in a risk-neutral manner and account for the variance. Otherwise, under strict concavity, ∂3pC/∂α∂p2A < 0,
the term is strictly negative (and decreases expected marginal benefit relative to marginal cost; optimal intervention
decreases); under strict convexity, it is strictly positive (and increases expected marginal benefit relative to marginal
cost; optimal intervention increases).
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Figure 2: Upper: changing beliefs about herd immunity. Lower: expected level of immunity, µpA ; optimal inter-
vention when the PM acts in a deterministic manner (σ2

pA = 0) and when the PM acts in a risk-averse manner
(σ2
pA > 0); proportions uninfected, pA + pC(α∗), under each policy.

Finally, we note that it is not necessarily the case that, when the PM acts in a risk-averse
manner, it will pursue a more aggressive intervention when it accounts for the variance of beliefs,
compared with when it does not (the deterministic case). The result is driven by whether or not
the pure technology effect and the welfare/technology effect are reinforcing or opposing.

Proposition 2. When the PM acts in a risk-averse manner, it pursues a more/the same/a less
aggressive intervention when σ2

pA
> 0 compared with when it acts in a deterministic manner

(σ2
pA

= 0) according to whether

Pr −Θ R ε−1
T,pA

(2 ε∂pC/∂α,pA + ε∂T/∂pA,pA) (7)

at µpA , where Θ = ε−2
T,pA

C−1
r ε∂pC/∂α,pAε∂2pC/∂α∂pA,pA and Cr = CaT is the coefficient of relative

risk aversion.
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2.3 The role of information
Sources of information, such as expert opinion and/or scientific evidence, can influence the PM’s
beliefs and therefore one or both of µpA and σ2

pA
. These effects, in turn, can impact the optimal

level of intervention. Define the information set available to the PM as S, so that µpA(S) and
σ2
pA

(S). Figure 2 presents an illustrative example of what happens to beliefs (upper figure), the
optimal level of intervention, and expected cases not infected post-intervention, T = pA + pC
(lower figure), as S changes, for a PM acting in a risk-averse manner. We use a four parameter
beta distribution to represent beliefs about herd immunity, making the density function symmet-
ric and setting a progressively higher maximum value for the level of immunity, holding the
minimum constant at zero. The lowest maximum value is 0.05 and the highest is 1, and selected
density functions representing the PM’s beliefs about pA are drawn for the cases of an upper limit
equal to 0.15, 0.30, . . . , 0.90. Increasing the upper limit of the distribution increases both the
expected value and variance. The production technology is assumed to be pC = (1 − pA)α1/2

(Corollary 1). The lower part of Figure 2 shows the optimal level of intervention, contrasting the
level when the PM acts in a deterministic manner, ignoring the variance of beliefs (red, dashed,
line) with the level when the variance is not ignored and Eq. (5) is used (blue, continuous, line).5

Reading the upper part of Figure 2 from left to right, the leftmost density function shows the
PM believes the proportion of the population that is immune to be low, and not higher than 0.15.
The expected level of immunity is equal to 0.075 and the variance is 3/3200. The lower part of
Figure 2 shows that, in this case, the optimal level of α is approximately equal to 0.56 when the
PM acts in a deterministic manner, as well as in a risk-averse manner.

As the upper limit on the PM’s beliefs about the maximum level of immunity increases, hold-
ing the minimum level constant at zero, the density functions shift rightwards, as shown. These
distributions have successively higher expected values, but also higher variances. The lower part
of Figure 2 shows that the optimal level of intervention falls as the upper limit increases, in both
the deterministic (σ2

pA
= 0) and stochastic (σ2

pA
> 0) cases. This reflects the increasing expected

value of beliefs about herd immunity. It also shows that the difference between the optimal level
of intervention for the two cases grows, owing to the increasing variance. In particular, when
the upper limit on the distribution is equal to 1 (distribution not shown in Figure 2), Figure 2
(lower) shows that the optimal level of intervention in the deterministic scenario is 0.217 and
that in the stochastic case is 0.263 (+21%). Also shown are the proportions remaining uninfected
post-intervention, T : 0.756 (stochastic) and 0.733 (deterministic), up from µpA = 0.5.

3 Discussion
The framework shows how an approximation to the optimal level of intervention for infectious
disease control may be obtained and interpreted for a PM whose beliefs about the value of a
key parameter – we have chosen to work with the level of herd immunity in the population –
are modelled using a random variable. By working in the neighbourhood of the expected value,

5We cross-checked the error obtained from using Eq. (5) to obtain the optimal level of intervention with the value
resulting from a discretised maximisation of Eq. (3) and found good agreement (see Appendix B).
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Eq. (5) shows that the intervention is determined by interactions between functions describing
beliefs, attitude to risk, the production technology and the economic cost functions, weighted
appropriately. Failure to account for uncertainty when setting the optimal level of intervention
imposes a welfare loss.

Compared with the case of a PM who acts in a deterministic manner, ignoring the variance of
beliefs, Propositions 1.A to 1.D show that the optimal intervention differs when the PM acts in
a risk-neutral or risk-averse manner, accounting for the variance, owing to the pure technology
effect (risk-neutral) and both the pure technology and the welfare/technology effect (risk-averse).
In particular, when the PM acts in a risk-averse manner, the optimal level of intervention is higher
than when it acts in a risk-neutral manner if the degree of relative prudence is high enough
(Proposition 2).

This paper has sought to address some of the concerns raised by, e.g., Jenny (2020) and Avery
et al. (2020) about the design of economic policy when there exists uncertainty over the value
or values of key parameters in an economic model of an epidemic. In order to have quantitative
guidance for policy, specific functional forms on the economic cost function and the production
technology, suitably calibrated, are required. It may be possible to estimate these from the rich
and rapidly-expanding data sets on the outbreak (a list of sources is provided by Avery et al.
(2020, pages 67–68)). The PM’s PH welfare function must also be specified, together with
specification of a prior distribution on the parameter value of interest (methods could draw on
random sampling of the population and/or techniques described in, for example, Kadane and
Wolfson (2002), Gill and Walker (2005), Oakley and O’Hagan (2007) and Johnson et al. (2010)).

The analysis highlights the importance to the PM of assessing the provenance and quality of
the sources of information which comprise its information set, S. The simulation of section 2.3
shows how changes in S can increase both the expected value and the variance of beliefs, leading
to a reduction in the optimal level of intervention for both the deterministic and the stochastic
case. It also shows that there is increasing divergence between the levels of intervention as the
expected value and variance increase. Other scenarios are, of course, possible: evidence/advice
could increase µpA and reduce σ2

pA
or vice versa, or reduce both µpA and σ2

pA
(read the sequence

of distributions in Figure 2 from right to left).
Reviewing five models of the current COVID-19 outbreak, Avery et al. (2020) note that there

appears to be a ‘general tendency for researchers to report a greater degree of confidence than
is warranted for an existing model, in part because it is not straightforward to quantify parame-
ter uncertainty or to trace the effects of those uncertainties in a non-linear model’ and that ‘the
language of these papers suggests a degree of certainty that is simply not justified.’ Similar
concerns have been expressed by Lakëns (2020). One way to assess the quality of information
would be to use tools from checklists and guidelines that are used to assess scientific research
and evaluate the degree to which such sources of information have, themselves, taken into con-
sideration uncertainties. For example, the following questions from the checklist of Drummond
et al. (2005), often used to assess economic evaluations of medical technologies, could be used:
‘Was allowance made for uncertainty in the estimates of costs and consequences? . . . Were the
conclusions of the study sensitive to the uncertainty in the results, as quantified by the statistical
and/or sensitivity analysis?’

We list ideas for improvements and extensions, referencing the COVID-19 pandemic.
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1. Incorporation of uncertainties on other parameters. As noted in section 2, the COVID-
19 outbreak is characterised by uncertainty over a range of dimensions on which policy-
makers are likely to form beliefs. It should be reasonably straightforward to incorporate
additional uncertainties, accounting for correlations between random variables so intro-
duced. For example, beliefs about the economic cost functions, as well as the effectiveness
of the production technology, could be modelled (for an example of the former, see Rhein-
berger and Treich (2017, section 4.2)).

2. Sequential modelling using Bayes’ theorem. The PM’s information set, S, can be updated
over time. A dynamic version of the model could use Bayes’ theorem to update beliefs,
permitting the optimal level of intervention to evolve as S changes:

(a) A model of optimal testing for immunity within the population. Starting with a prior
distribution on pA, the results of section 2 could be used within a two stage model
of optimal testing for immunity, followed by intervention. In Stage 1, the optimal
sample size for random testing of the population (or a sub-group within it) could be
carried out, at a given fixed marginal cost, c, per test, with the optimal level of in-
tervention being decided in Stage 2, conditional upon the result of testing. Bayes’
theorem could be used to update the prior distribution using the result of the random
sampling. The optimal size of the test could then be obtained recursively. Define
v∗2(α∗(µpA , σ̃

2
pA

(n);S1)) as the Stage 2 maximised value which results from the so-
lution to Eq. (5) given the information set at the start of Stage 1 and the result of the
test. Assuming that n individuals are sampled in Stage 1, the optimal sample size
solves:

argmaxn

∫ 1

0

v∗2(α∗(µpA , σ̃
2
pA

(n);S1)) dgµpA − c n,

where gµpA is the density function for the predictive distribution of the posterior ex-
pected level of immunity prior to carrying out the test.

(b) Incorporation of Bayesian updating into existing SIR models. Avery et al. (2020) note
a range of heterogeneities that could be accounted for in the standard SIR models of
viral spread (including those relating to exposure, responses across people, medical
capacity, dosage and the nature of exposure and whether multiple strains of the virus
exist). Bayesian learning about such parameters could be incorporated into these
models and solved using dynamic programming methods. For example, beliefs about
the economic damage functions could use results from observational analyses such as
Fadinger and Schymik (2020), who estimate that the damage of confinement for the
German economy is around 1.6% of GDP per week and/or Inoue and Todo (2020),
who estimate that the lockdown will lead to a production loss that is equivalent to
5.3% of Japan’s annual GDP.

3. Alternative approaches to modelling risk and uncertainty. An alternative approach would
be to solve stochastic optimal control versions of the SIR models, such as those that are
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often applied in the financial and environmental economics literature (see, e.g. Dixit and
Pindyck (1994)). Focus would then be on how the variances and covariances of stochastic
processes affect the optimal level of intervention, or the optimal stopping time for, e.g., the
relaxation of a lockdown.

A Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1.A. The Taylor series expansion of the expected value in Eq. (4) is:

E
[
∂U(pA + pC(α; pA))

∂T

∂pC(α; pA)

∂α

]
=[

∂U(pA + pC(α; pA))

∂T

∂pC(α; pA)

∂α
+

σ2pA
2

∂2

∂p2A

(
∂U(pA + pC(α; pA))

∂T

∂pC(α; pA)

∂α

)]
+ h.o.t.

∣∣∣
µpA

.

(8)

We obtain an approximation to the optimal level of intervention by working with the second order expan-
sion. Extension to higher orders is straightforward. Dropping the dependence of the functions on their
arguments, evaluate the second derivative on the RHS of Eq. (8):

∂2

∂p2A

[
∂U

∂T

∂pC
∂α

] ∣∣∣
µpA

=

[
∂3U

∂T 3

(
∂T

∂pA

)2 ∂pC
∂α

+
∂2U

∂T 2

∂2T

∂p2A

∂pC
∂α

+ 2
∂2U

∂T 2

∂T

∂pA

∂2pC
∂α∂pA

+

∂U

∂T

∂3pC
∂α∂p2A

] ∣∣∣
µpA

.

(9)

Using Eq. (9) in Eq. (8) gives Eq. (5). 2
Proof of Proposition 1.B. The result is clear from inspection of Eq. (5): an increase in φ reduces the
marginal cost of the intervention and so increases the optimal level of the intervention. 2
Proof of Proposition 1.C. The risk premium ρ is equal to zero when the PM acts in a risk-neutral manner.
Under the assumption that ρ = 0, Eq. (5) simplifies to:

∂Y

∂α

(
β1
φ

∂V1
∂Y

+
β2
φ

∂V2
∂Y

) ∣∣∣
α∗
≈ ∂U

∂T

∂pC
∂α

{
1 +

σ2pA
2

Ω1Ω2

}∣∣∣
µpA ,α

∗
. (10)

Hence, when σ2pA > 0, the marginal benefit (RHS) is greater/equal to/less than that when σ2pA = 0

according to whether Ω1Ω2 R 0 at µpA and α∗. 2
Proof of Proposition 1.D. When σ2pA > 0 and the PM acts in a risk-averse manner, the optimal level of
intervention is determined by the sign of ρΥ in Eq. (5). We solve for the value of Pr which makes this
term greater than/equal to/less than zero, which gives Eq. (6). 2
Proof of Corollary 1. The result follows from making the appropriate simplification to Eq. (6) under the
assumption of the corollary. 2
Proof of Proposition 2. When σ2pA > 0 and the PM acts in a risk-averse manner, the optimal level of
intervention is determined by the sign of (σ2pA/2)Ω1Ω2 +ρΥ in Eq. (5). Repeating the approach taken for
the proof of Proposition 1.D gives Eq. (7). 2
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B Simulation
For the illustrative simulation used to produce Figure 2, we used the following functional forms: U =

T 1−λ/(1 − λ), λ = 2, pC = (1 − pA)α1/2 and we assumed a single economic cost function of the
form V = α. To model beliefs about herd immunity, we used a four parameter beta distribution (Hintze,
J./NCSS, 2012, Chapter 551) with density function f(pA; 2.5, 2.5, 0, c), varying c in the interval [0.05, 1].
We used Matlab R2019a to derive Figure 2. We used Maple 18 to cross-check results and found good
agreement, with approximations to the optimal α differing by between 0% and 1.47%. Matlab code here:
matlabCodeBeliefs, calls detMax. Please replicate, check, improve.
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% PROJECT: CV
%
% FILE: matlabCodeBeliefs.m
% 
% USE: in combination with Maple file
% mapleCodeBeliefs
%
% INPUTS: parameters for four-parameter beta distribution, functions for
% model
% 
% OUTPUT: Figure 2 of note
%
% CALLED BY: 
%
% CALLS: detMax - the deterministic maximisation problem code
% 
% THINGS TO TIDY: 
%
% M Forster, mf8@york.ac.uk 
% Created: 04/05/20 
% Updates: 08/05/20
%
% Code is 'as is', with no guarantees that it is correct
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Preliminaries
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all ; 
hold off ; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ASSIGN parameter values
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Choose parameter values
s_adjustment = 5 ;  % scalar adjustment utility for nicer plot of welfare/costs
s_lambda = 2 ;      % coefficient of relative risk aversion 
s_phi = 1/2 ;       % weight placed on the economic welfare cost function
s_cdpA = 1 ;        % weight placed on 1-pA in the production function 
s_cdAlpha = 1/2 ;   % weight placed on alpha in the production function 
% Beta distribution (ensure parameter choices make it symmetric)
s_mu = 50/100 ;     % expected value of two parameter beta (before rescaling)
s_sampleSize = 5 ;  % sample size of two parameter beta
s_nu = s_mu * s_sampleSize ; % parameter 1 of two parameter beta
s_omega = ( 1 - s_mu ) * s_sampleSize ; % parameter 2 of two parameter beta
pd = makedist('Beta','a',s_nu,'b',s_omega) ; % make two parameter beta
s_stepPa = 1 / 2000 ; 
v_pa = 0 : s_stepPa : 1 ;
pdfBeta = pdf( pd, v_pa ) ; 
% Set figure numbering 
fignum = 1 ; 
figure( fignum ) ; 
% Plot two parameter beta 
plot( v_pa, pdfBeta ) ; 
xlim( [0 1] );
title( { 'Two parameter beta distribution'; 'used for four parameter beta distribution'} ) ; 
xlabel('$\mbox{Level of herd immunity\,(}p_A\mbox{)}$', 'interpreter', 'latex' ) ;
ylabel('$f_{p_A}$', 'interpreter', 'latex' ) ;
% Four parameter beta distribution 
% Lower limit of four parameter beta distribution
s_a = 0 ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Approximate maximisation of welfare function 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
s_stepAlpha = 1 / 2000 ;                    % steps for alpha, the intervention
v_alpha = 0.01 : s_stepAlpha : 1 ;          % vector for alpha, the intervention
s_loopAlpha = length( v_alpha )  ;          % number of iterations for alpha
s_stepC = 1 / 20 ;                          % steps for c, the upper limit of the four paramater beta distribution
v_c = 0.05 : s_stepC : 1 ;                  % vector for c, the upper limit of the four par beta distribution
s_loopC = length( v_c ) ;                   % number of iterations for c
v_alphaMaxStoch = zeros( 1, s_loopC ) ;     % vector to hold the optimal value of alpha (stochastic)
v_alphaDetMax = zeros( 1, s_loopC ) ;       % vector to hold the optimal value of alpha (deterministic)
s_alphaDetMax = 0 ;                         % fix the optimal value of deterministic alpha to start its function off
v_muLoop = zeros( 1, s_loopC ) ;            % vector to hold expected value of pA
v_EPH = zeros( 1, s_loopAlpha ) ;           % vector holding expected public health welfare    
v_ECost = zeros( 1, s_loopAlpha ) ;         % vector holding expected economic cost
v_EW = zeros( 1, s_loopAlpha ) ;            % vector holding expected welfare
v_FONCDet = zeros( 1, s_loopAlpha ) ;       % FONC for deterministic problem
v_EUninfectedStoch = zeros( 1, s_loopC ) ;  % vector to hold expected uninfected at optimal alpha (stochastic)
v_EUninfectedDet = zeros( 1, s_loopC ) ;    % vector to hold expected uninfected at optimal alpha (deterministic)
legendSC = 0 ;                              % to hold legend for Figure 2
s_divide = 3 ;                              % to plot every s_divide PDFs in Figure 2
% Set upper part for Figure 2
fignum = fignum + 1 ; % always increment fignum and create a new figure
h = figure( fignum ) ; 
subplot( 2, 1, 1 ) ; 
% Start loop to calculate optimal alpha as the upper limit changes
for j = 1 : s_loopC 
    s_c = v_c( j ) ;                        % pick upper limit
    s_muLoop = ( s_a + s_c ) / 2 ;          % average value of beliefs (epA)
    v_muLoop( j ) = s_muLoop ;              % place average in vector
    s_maxStochFound = 0 ;                   % flag for whether stochastic max found
    s_maxDetFound = 0 ;                     % flag for whether deterministic max found
    v_paFour = s_a : s_stepPa : s_c ;       % four parameter beta distribution support
    % define pdf for the four parameter beta distribution (see e.g.
    % ncss-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/themes/ncss/pdf/Procedures/NCSS/Beta_Distribution_Fitting.pdf)
    pdfBetaFour = ( v_paFour - s_a ).^( s_nu - 1 ).*( s_c - v_paFour ).^( s_omega - 1 ) ./ ( ( s_c - s_a ).^( s_nu + s_omega - 1 ) .* beta( s_nu, s_omega ) ) ; 
    % Plot four parameter beta distribution if it meets our criteria for
    % inclusion in Figure 2 (see s_divide)
    if rem( j, s_divide ) == 0 
        if j == s_divide
            legendSC = { strcat( 'Upper limit=', num2str( s_c ) ) } ;
        end
        if j > s_divide
            legendSC = [ legendSC, strcat( 'Upper limit=', num2str( s_c ) ) ] ;
        end
        plot( v_paFour, pdfBetaFour, 'LineWidth', 1.5 ) ; 
        xlim( [0 s_c] ) ;
        hold on ;
    end
    xlim( [0 1] );
    xlabel('$\mbox{Level of herd immunity\,(}p_A\mbox{)}$', 'interpreter', 'latex' ) ;
    ylabel('$f_{p_A}$', 'interpreter', 'latex' ) ;
    % iterate to find the alpha which maximises welfare
    for i = 1 : s_loopAlpha
        s_alp = v_alpha( i ) ; 
        % expected PH welfare function        
        fn = @( x ) ( ( ( ( x + ( 1 - x ) .^ ( s_cdpA ) .* s_alp .^ ( s_cdAlpha ) ).^ ( 1 - s_lambda ) ) ./ ( 1 - s_lambda ) )...
            .* (( x - s_a ).^( s_nu - 1 ).*( s_c - x ).^( s_omega - 1 ) ./ ( ( s_c - s_a )...
            .^( s_nu + s_omega - 1 ).* beta( s_nu, s_omega ) ) ) ) ; 
        v_EPH( i ) =  s_adjustment + quadgk( fn, s_a, s_c ) ;
        % expected economic cost function
        v_ECost( i ) = s_alp ;
        % expected welfare function
        v_EW( i ) = ( 1 - s_phi ) * v_EPH( i ) - s_phi * v_ECost( i )  ; 
        % condition to calculate welfare-maximising alpha
        if ( i > 2 && v_EW( i ) < v_EW ( i - 1 ) && s_maxStochFound == 0 ) 
            v_alphaMaxStoch( j ) = ( s_alp + v_alpha( i - 1 ) ) / 2 ;
            s_maxStochFound = 1 ; 
        end       
        % deterministic max calculations
        [ s_alphaDetMax, s_maxDetFound, s_FONCDetLoop ] = detMax( i, s_muLoop, s_cdpA, s_alp, s_cdAlpha, s_lambda, s_phi, s_maxDetFound, s_alphaDetMax, v_FONCDet ) ; 
        v_alphaDetMax( j ) = s_alphaDetMax ; 
        v_FONCDet( i ) = s_FONCDetLoop ; 
    end
    % Calculate the expected total uninfected given optimal stochastic alpha
    s_alphaMax = v_alphaMaxStoch( j ) ; 
    fn1 = @( x ) ( x + ( 1 - x ) .^ ( s_cdpA ) .* s_alphaMax .^ ( s_cdAlpha ) )...
        .* (( x - s_a ).^( s_nu - 1 ).*( s_c - x ).^( s_omega - 1 ) ./ ( ( s_c - s_a )...
            .^( s_nu + s_omega - 1 ).* beta( s_nu, s_omega ) ) )  ; 
    v_EUninfectedStoch( j ) = quadgk( fn1, s_a, s_c ) ;
    s_alphaMax = v_alphaDetMax( j ) ; 
    v_EUninfectedDet( j ) = s_muLoop + ( 1 - s_muLoop ) .^ ( s_cdpA ) .* s_alphaMax .^ ( s_cdAlpha ) ;
end
% Percentage difference between the deterministic and stochastic alphas
v_percent = ( ( v_alphaMaxStoch - v_alphaDetMax ) ./ v_alphaDetMax ) .* 100 ; 
legend( legendSC{:}, 'interpreter', 'latex' ) ; 
hold on ; 
% Plot the lower part of Figure 2
subplot( 2, 1, 2 ) ; 
plot( v_c, v_alphaMaxStoch, 'Linewidth', 1.0 ) ; 
hold on ; 
plot( v_c, v_alphaDetMax, '--', 'Linewidth', 1.0 ) ; 
plot( v_c, v_muLoop, 'Linewidth', 1.7  ) ; 
plot( v_c, v_EUninfectedStoch, '-.', 'Linewidth', 1.4 ) ; 
plot( v_c, v_EUninfectedDet, ':', 'Linewidth', 1.3 ) ; 
xlim( [0 1] ) ; 
xlabel('$\mbox{Upper limit of the distribution of beliefs about herd immunity}$' ,  'interpreter', 'latex') ;
ylabel('$\mbox{Intervention/proportion}$' ,  'interpreter', 'latex') ;
legend( { '$\alpha^*_{RA}$', '$\alpha^*_{det}$', '$\mu_{p_A}$', '$\mu_{p_A}+p_C(\alpha^*_{RA})$', '$\mu_{p_A}+p_C(\alpha^*_{det})$' },  'interpreter', 'latex'   ) ;
legend('Location','southwest') ;
set(h,'Units','Inches');
pos = get(h,'Position');
set(h,'PaperOrientation','landscape','PaperPositionMode','Auto','PaperUnits','Inches','PaperSize',[pos(3), pos(4)]) ;
print(h,'beliefs','-dpdf','-r0') ;
fignum = fignum + 1 ; % always increment fignum and create a new figure
figure( fignum ) ; 
subplot(1,1,1);
% Plot rescaled welfare functions and costs
plot(  v_alpha, v_EPH ) ; 
hold on ; 
plot(  v_alpha, v_ECost ) ; 
hold on ; 
plot(  v_alpha, v_EW ) ; 
legend( { 'Expected PH welfare', 'Expected economic cost', 'Expected welfare' }  ) ;
legend('Location','southeast') ;
xlabel('$\mbox{Level of intervention,}\,\alpha$' ,  'interpreter', 'latex') ;
ylabel('$\mbox{Welfare benefits and costs}$' ,  'interpreter', 'latex') ;



function [ s_alphaDetMax, s_maxDetFound, s_FONCDet ]  = detMax( i, s_mu, s_cdpA, s_alp, s_cdAlpha, s_lambda, s_phi, s_maxDetFound, s_alphaDetMax, v_FONCDet  )
s_numer = (s_mu+(1-s_mu).^(s_cdpA).*s_alp.^(s_cdAlpha)).^(1-s_lambda).*(1-s_mu).^(s_cdpA).*s_alp.^(s_cdAlpha).*s_cdAlpha;
s_denom = (s_mu+(1-s_mu).^(s_cdpA).*s_alp.^(s_cdAlpha)).*s_alp ;
s_FONCDet = (1-s_phi).*(s_numer/s_denom) - s_phi  ;
%s_alphaDetMax = 0 ; 
if ( i > 2 && s_FONCDet < 0 && v_FONCDet(i-1) > 0 && s_maxDetFound == 0 ) 
    s_alphaDetMax = s_alp ;
    s_maxDetFound = 1 ; 
end

https://www.nber.org/papers/w26965
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/medicine/sph/ide/gida-fellowships/Imperial-College-COVID19-NPI-modelling-16-03-2020.pdf
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/medicine/sph/ide/gida-fellowships/Imperial-College-COVID19-NPI-modelling-16-03-2020.pdf
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